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Abstract
We propose a method to make natural language understanding models more parameter
efficient by storing knowledge in an external
knowledge graph (KG) and retrieving from
this KG using a dense index. Given (possibly
multilingual) downstream task data, e.g., sentences in German, we retrieve entities from the
KG and use their multimodal representations
to improve downstream task performance. We
use the recently released VisualSem KG as our
external knowledge repository, which covers
a subset of Wikipedia and WordNet entities,
and compare a mix of tuple-based and graphbased algorithms to learn entity and relation
representations that are grounded on the KG
multimodal information. We demonstrate the
usefulness of the learned entity representations
on two downstream tasks, and show improved
performance on the multilingual named entity
recognition task by 0.3%–0.7% F1, while we
achieve up to 2.5% improvement in accuracy
on the visual sense disambiguation task.1

1

Introduction

Recent natural language understanding (NLU) and
generation (NLG) models obtain increasingly better state-of-the-art performance across benchmarks
(Wang et al., 2019b,a; Hu et al., 2020), however
at the cost of a daunting increase in number of
model parameters (Radford et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020; Fedus et al., 2021).2 These increasingly large models lead to ever-increasing financial,
computational, and environmental costs (Strubell
et al., 2019). To make large language models (LMs)
more parameter efficient, existing approaches propose to distill a compressed model given a large
∗
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LM (Sanh et al., 2019) or to promote parameter
sharing directly in the large LM (Lan et al., 2020).
In this work, we advocate for an orthogonal approach: to augment language models by retrieving multimodal representations from external structured knowledge repositories. In this way, LMs
themselves need not store all this knowledge implicitly in their parameters (Petroni et al., 2019;
Nematzadeh et al., 2020). Concretely, we investigate different methods to learn representations
for entities and relations in the VisualSem (VS;
Alberts et al., 2021) structured knowledge graph
(KG). We demonstrate the usefulness of the learned
KG representations in multilingual named entity
recognition (NER) and crosslingual visual verb
sense disambiguation (VSD). In particular, we use
the VS KG since it is a publicly available multilingual and multimodal KG designed to support
vision and language research, and it provides a
multimodal retrieval mechanism that allows neural
models to retrieve entities from the KG using arbitrary queries. In order to ground the downstream
NER and VSD tasks with structured knowledge,
we use VisualSem’s sentence retrieval model to
map input sentences into entities in the KG, and
use the learned entity representations as features.
We investigate different methods to learn representations for entities and relations in VS, including tuple-based and graph-based neural algorithms.
We incorporate VS textual descriptions in 14 diverse languages as well as multiple images available for each entity in our representation learning
framework. Entity and relation representations are
trained to be predictive of the knowledge graph
structure, and we share them publicly with the research community to encourage future research in
this area. We illustrate our framework in Figure 1.
Our main contributions are:
• We compare the performance of different
tuple- and graph-based representation learning algorithms for the VisualSem KG.
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Figure 1: We learn visual, textual, and structural representations for a knowledge graph (KG). We propose to use
this KG as an external knowledge repository, which we query using downstream task sentences. We use the retrieved entities’ representations to ground inputs in named entity recognition and visual verb sense disambiguation.

• We demonstrate the usefulness of the learned
representations on multilingual NER and
crosslingual VSD, where we find that incorporating relevant retrieved entity representations
improves model performance by up to 0.7%
F1 on NER and by up to 2.5% accuracy in
VSD.
• We publicly release our learned representations for entities and relations to encourage
future research in this area.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2
we discuss relevant related work, including solutions to endow models with access to external
knowledge. In Section 3 we briefly discuss VisualSem as well as notation we use throughout the
paper. In Section 4 we introduce the representation learning methods used in our experiments. In
Sections 5, 6 and 7, we introduce our experimental
setup, evaluate and compare the learned representations with different architectures, and investigate
the impact different modalities (i.e. textual and
visual) have on the learned representations, respectively. In Section 8, we report experiments using
the learned representations on downstream tasks.
Finally, in Section 9 we discuss our main findings
as well as provide avenues for future work.

2

Related work

Memory in Neural Models Endowing models
with an external memory is not a new endeavour
(Das et al., 1992; Zheng Zeng et al., 1994). Approaches more directly relevant to our work include
memory networks (Weston et al., 2014; Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015) and neural Turing machines (Graves
et al., 2014), both proposed as learning frameworks
that endow neural networks with an external memory that can be read from and written to.

Related to our multimodal setting, Xiong et al.
(2016) proposed memory networks for textual question answering (QA) and visual QA, where the
memory module attends to the relevant visual features given the textual representations. To address
the issue where questions cannot be directly answered by the given visual content, Su et al. (2018)
proposed visual knowledge memory networks that
produce joint embedding of KG triplets and visual
features. Wang et al. (2018) also applied a multimodal memory model (M 3 ) to the video captioning
task. In all cases, memories are trained using task
data and are used as a kind of working memory
(Nematzadeh et al., 2020).
Retrieval augmented models In retrieval augmented models, memories are initialized with external knowledge beyond the data available for the
task. Lee et al. (2019) proposed a framework for
Open Retrieval QA (ORQA) where the retrieval
and QA modules are jointly trained. Karpukhin
et al. (2020) learned a dense passage retriever
(DPR) and improved retrieval quality compared to
standard sparse retrieval mechanisms, e.g., TF-IDF
or BM25, which led to improvements on QA when
using retrieved facts. REALM (Guu et al., 2020)
uses a dense Wikipedia index and fine-tunes the
index together with a pretrained language model
to address open-domain QA tasks. Petroni et al.
(2020) studied how feeding BERT with contexts
retrieved/generated in different ways affects its performance on unsupervised QA without external
knowledge. Finally, Lewis et al. (2020) proposed
a retrieval augmented generation model where an
encoder-decoder model learns to generate answers
to questions conditioned on Wikipedia.
However, most existing retrieval augmented
models based on Wikipedia do not usually include
visual information or use the structure in the KG.

In this work, we propose a framework to retrieve
multimodal information that encodes the structural
information in the KG.
Multimodal pretraining Recently, pretrained
vision and language models have achieved state-ofthe-art results across many multimodal reasoning
tasks (Tan and Bansal, 2019; Lu et al., 2019; Yu
et al., 2021). This line of work explicitly learns connections between vision and language inputs based
on masked multimodal modelling over image-text
pairs. By contrast, we focus on modelling entities and relations in an entity-centric structured
KG, i.e., a KG where nodes denote concepts and
contain multimodal information.
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VisualSem Knowledge Graph

VisualSem (Alberts et al., 2021) is a multilingual
and multimodal KG consisting of over 100k nodes,
1.9 million relations between nodes, and 1.5 million associated images, built using BabelNet v4.0
(Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) and ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Each node denotes a synset
and is illustrated by multiple images.3 VS covers many diverse topics and has 13 relation types
with a strong visual component: is-a, has-part,
related-to, used-for, used-by, subject-of, receivesaction, made-of, has-property, gloss-related, synonym, part-of, and located-at. See Alberts et al.
(2021) for more details about the KG.
To the best of our knowledge, VS is the only
publicly available multimodal KG designed to be
integrated into neural model pipelines, and thus
chosen in our experiments. Nonetheless, our framework can be applied to any KG.
Notation Let the KG be a directed graph G =
(V, E), where V is the set of vertices or nodes, i.e.,
the KG synsets, and E is the set of edges consisting
of typed relations between two synsets. We refer
to nodes vj connected to vi by any relation as part
of vi ’s local neighborhood Ni , i.e., ∀vj ∈ Ni , vj is
related to vi by some relation er in E.
Let D be the set of all tuples (vi , er , vj ) in the
KG, i.e., all tuples where a head node vi ∈ V is
related to a tail node vj ∈ V via a typed relation
er ∈ E with type r. Let D0 be the set of corrupted
tuples (vi , er , vj0 ), where (vi , er , vj0 ) is not in G, and
the tail node vj0 (or head node vi0 ) is randomly cor3

A synset is a concept and can be described in many languages, e.g., synset dog has associated description The dog is
a mammal in the order Carnivora.

rupted and not related to vi (or vj ) via er . We learn
representations for G including a node embedding
matrix V ∈ R|V|×dn and an edge embedding matrix E ∈ R|E|×dr , where dn , dr are node and relation embedding dimensions, respectively. Node
vi ’s embedding vi is the column vector V [i, :], and
relation er ’s embedding er is the column vector
E[r, :]. Each node vi ∈ V is also associated to a set
of multilingual glosses Ti and images Ii . Finally,
we denote [x; y] as the concatenation of x and y,
and x y as the element-wise multiplication.

4

Knowledge Representation Learning

We are interested in learning robust multimodal representations for V and E that are useful in a wide
range of downstream tasks. Next, we explore various tuple- and graph-based algorithms proposed to
learn structured knowledge representations.
4.1

Tuple-based algorithms

Most tuple-based algorithms represent knowledge
as a factual triple in the form of (head, relation, tail)
or using our previous notation, (vi , er , vj ), with its
respective embeddings (vi , er , vj ).
TransE TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) is a seminal
neural KB embedding model. It represents relations as translations in embedding space, where the
embedding of the tail vj is trained to be close to the
embedding of the head vi plus the relation vector
er , i.e., vi + er − vj ≈ 0.
DistMult The DistMult algorithm (Yang et al.,
2015) is similar to TransE but uses a weighted
element-wise dot product (multiplicative operation)
to combine two entity vectors. The score for a
triplet (vi , er , vj ) is computed as
φ(vi , er , vj ) = vi

er

vj .

(1)

TuckER TuckER (Balazevic et al., 2019) models a KG as a three-dimensional tensor X ∈
R|V|×|E|×|V| , and uses a Tucker decomposition
(Tucker, 1966) to decompose X ≈ W ×1 V ×2
E ×3 V , with ×n indicating the tensor product
along the n-th mode, and W is the core tensor.
The score function of a tuple is defined as
φ(vi , er , vj ) = W ×1 vi ×2 er ×3 vj . Unlike
TransE and DistMult which encode each tuple information directly into the relevant node (V ) and
relation (E) embeddings, TuckER stores shared
information across different tuples in W.

4.2

4.2.1

Graph-based algorithms

Graph-based models compute node (and optionally
edge) representations by learning an aggregation
function over node embeddings connected by its
relations in the graph (Battaglia et al., 2018).
GraphSage The GraphSage (Hamilton et al.,
2017) algorithm computes node hidden states hi
by subsampling and aggregating node vi ’s (subsampled) neighbors’ states hj , ∀vj ∈ Ni . We use
GraphSage without subsampling and choose mean
aggregation function, where the l-th layer hidden
states are computed as:

(l+1)
hi

= ReLU 

X

vj ∈Ni


1
(l)
W (l) h 
|Ni | s j

(l)

where Ws is a trained weight matrix. In the first
(l)
layer, hj are set to the node embeddings vj . This
is also similar to the formulation in graph convolutional networks (GCNs; (Kipf and Welling, 2016)).
GAT In graph attention networks (GAT;
(l+1)
Veličković et al., 2018), node hidden states hi
are computed by aggregating neighboring nodes
hj , ∀vj ∈ Ni , using an attention mechanism.
(l+1)

hi

=σ

X

(l) (l)

αij zj



,

(3)

j∈Ni
(l)

(l)

zi = Wg(l) hi ,

We also experiment with hybrid models where we
combine a graph-based model with a DistMult
layer for prediction, since GraphSage and GAT do
not normally use relation information in their message passing algorithms. We are inspired by relational graph convolutional networks (Schlichtkrull
et al., 2017) where a DistMult layer was added
to graph convolutional networks. For a triplet
(vi , er , vj ), given hidden states hi and hj generated
from a graph-based model (GraphSage or GAT),
we compute the triplet score in Equation 1 by replacing vi , vj with hi , hj , respectively.
4.3

(2)

(4)

Hybrid models

Multimodal Node Features

Each node vi ∈ V includes two sets of additional
features: textual features ti for glosses Ti , and visual features mi for images Ii .
Gloss Features Let ti,g be the g-th gloss in Ti .
We extract features ti,g for each gloss ti,g ∈ Ti using Language-Agnostic Sentence Representations
(LASER; Artetxe and Schwenk, 2019), a 5-layer
bidirectional LSTM model. LASER supports 93
languages and obtains strong performance on crosslingual tasks such as entailment and document classification. We tokenize glosses using the LASER
tokenizer for the respective language. Each gloss
embedding ti,g ∈ Ti is a 1024-dimensional feature
vector of max-pooled representations of the hidden
states of the last bidirectional LSTM layer.
We aggregate text features ti for each node vi ∈
V as the average of its gloss features.

(l)

where Wg is a matrix used to linearly project
(l)
nodes states hi and σ is the sigmoid non-linearity.
(l)
αij are attention scalar weights, computed as:

(l)
αij

 

(l) (l)
exp γ [zi ; zj ] · a(l)
 
 , (5)
=P
(l) (l)
(l)
k∈Ni exp γ [zi ; zk ] · a

where a(l) is a trained vector used to combine pairs
of hidden states, and γ is the LeakyReLU nonlinearity. The overall mechanism is based on the
additive attention mechanism introduced in Bahdanau et al. (2015).
For simplicity, throughout the paper we denote
the output of the last graph layer (GraphSage of
GAT) for nodes vi ∈ V to be hi (without the layer
superscript).

|Ti |

1 X
ti =
ti,g ,
|Ti |

∀ti,g ∈ Ti .

(6)

g=1

Images Features Let mi,l be the l-th image in Ii .
We extract features mi,l for each image mi,l ∈ Ii
using a ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) architecture pretrained on ImageNet classification (Russakovsky et al., 2015). We set each image embedding mi,l to be the 2048-dimensional activation of
the pool5 layer.
Similarly as we do for glosses, we aggregate
visual features mi for each node vi ∈ V as the
average of its image features.
|Ii |

1 X
mi =
mi,l ,
|Ii |
l=1

∀mi,l ∈ Ii .

(7)

edge embeddings etr = fe (vi , ti , vj , tj ; θe ); 2)
only image features, with informed edge embeddings em
r = fe (vi , mi , vj , mj ; θe ); or 3) both textual and image features, with informed edge embeddings et,m
= fe (vi , ti , mi , vj , tj , mj ; θe ). Please
r
see Appendix C.2 for details on the architectures
we use to compute fe for (1), (2), and (3).
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Figure 2: General architecture of our graph-based link
prediction models. Node and edge embeddings V and
E are trained and models optionally use textual and visual features ti , mi for node vi to learn node and edge
representations. Features are incorporated into node
embeddings via node gating and into edge embeddings
via edge gating, respectively.

4.3.1

Gating Text and Image Features

We gate gloss and image features {ti , mi } in two
different points in the model architecture: the node
embeddings vi , before feeding it into graph layers
(GraphSage or GAT), henceforth node gating; and
the edge hidden states er , before feeding it to the
DistMult layer, henceforth edge gating. Figure 2
illustrates the node and edge gating mechanisms.
Node Gating We denote the node gating function fn with trained parameters θn to transform
node embeddings and additional features and compute informed node embeddings. For a given
node embedding vi , we can integrate: 1) only
textual features, in which case we have informed
node embeddings vit = fn (vi , ti ; θn ); 2) only
image features, with informed node embeddings
vim = fn (vi , mi ; θn ); or 3) both textual and
image features, with informed node embeddings
vit,m = fn (vi , ti , mi ; θn ). Please see Appendix
C.1 for details on the architectures we use to compute fn for (1), (2), and (3).
Edge (Relation) Gating Similarly to node gating, we denote the edge gating function fe with parameters θe to transform edge embeddings and additional features and compute informed edge embeddings. For a given edge embedding er denoting an
edge between nodes vi and vj , we integrate: 1) only
textual features, in which case we have informed

Experimental Setup

We evaluate all models on the link prediction task,
i.e., to identify whether there exists a relation between a pair of head and tail nodes. For each triplet
(vi , er , vj ) in the dataset, we create k corrupted
triplets where the tail vj (or the head vi ) is substituted by another node in the knowledge graph that
is not connected with vi (or vj ) under relation er .
We experiment with k = {100, 1000} corrupted
examples per positive triplet. See Appendix C.3
for details on hybrid models GAT+DistMult and
GraphSage+DistMult’s architectures.
Training All models are trained using negative
sampling (Mikolov et al., 2013) to maximize the
probability of positive triplets while minimizing
the probability of k corrupted triplets.

L=

1
|D|
−

X
(vi ,er ,vj )∈D

X

h

− log σ(φ(vi , er , vj ))

i (8)
log σ(−φ(vi , er , vj0 )) ,

(vi ,er ,vj0 )∈D0

where σ(x) is the sigmoid function, D is the set of
triplets in the knowledge graph (vi , er , vj ) ∈ G, D0
is the set of corrupted triplets (vi , er , vj0 ) ∈
/ G .4
Scoring Function Let φ(vi , er , vj ) be the scoring function of a triplet. For graph-based models,
we compute the function as φ(vi , er , vj ) = h>
i hj ,
i.e., there are no trained relation parameters. For
hybrid models, we compute φ(vi , er , vj ) = hi
er hj , i.e., we train the relation matrix E.
When using multimodal features we replace the
node embeddings input vi with vit when using text
features, vim when using image features, or vit,m
when using both. For the hybrid models, in addition
to the modified input, we also modify the input to
the DistMult layer: instead of feeding er , we use
etr for the text features, em
r for the image features,
or et,m
for
both
features.
r
4
For TransE and DistMult, we use both head-corrupted
(vi0 , er , vj ) and tail-corrupted triplets (vi , er , vj0 )

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

3.2
3.6
6.1

0.2
1.9
3.4

3.3
3.5
6.3

8.2
7.6
11.1

TransE
DistMult
Tucker

Table 1: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s test set
using all negative samples.

TuckER
GAT
+DistMult
GraphSage
+DistMult

R

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

3
7
3
7
3

19.0
10.0
34.8
8.6
78.4

12.3
3.8
13.6
2.3
56.8

17.7
12.6
54.4
6.4
100.0

30.0
29.7
69.3
18.0
100.0

Table 2: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s test set
using 100 negative samples. R: denotes whether the
model learn relation features or not.

Evaluation We follow the standard evaluation
for link prediction using the mean reciprocal rank
(MRR), i.e., the mean of the reciprocal rank of
the correct triplet, and Hits@{1, 3, 10}, i.e., the
proportion of correct triplets ranked in the top-1,
top-3 or top-10 retrieved entries, respectively. The
higher the number of corrupted tuples k per positive
example, the harder the task according to these
metrics. Finally, all results are an average over 5
different runs, and in each run models are selected
according to the best validation MRR.
Hyperparameters We conduct an extensive hyperparameter search with the tuple-based and the
graph-based models. See Appendix A for details.

6
6.1

Results without Additional Features
Tuple-based

We first investigate how tuple-based models fare
when applied to link prediction on VisualSem.
Tuple-based models are computationally more efficient than graph-based models, since they model
the KB as a set of triplets. We train TransE and
DistMult with OpenKE (Han et al., 2018), and we
train TuckER following Balazevic et al. (2019).
Table 1 reports each model performance on VisualSem’s test set. We present results when using
all negative examples, i.e., using all other nodes
in the knowledge graph as corrupted heads or tails
given a triplet seen in the graph. We observe that
TuckER outperforms both TransE and DistMult,
with MRR and Hits@k almost twice as large as
the other two algorithms. This is consistent with
the finding reported by Balazevic et al. (2019) on

other knowledge graph datasets. Results on the
validation set can be found in Appendix B.1.
6.2

Tuple-based vs. Graph-based

Given that TuckER is the best performing tuplebased model, we do not use TransE nor DistMult
in further experiments and compare TuckER to
our graph-based models. We first train vanilla
GAT and GraphSage on link prediction with Deep
Graph Library (DGL).5 We also experiment with
hybrid models where we add a DistMult layer to
each graph-based model, thus GAT+DistMult and
GraphSage+DistMult.
We show results in Table 2. We highlight a few
points: (1) graph-based baselines GAT and GraphSage perform poorly and are clearly outperformed
by TuckER. (2) However, TuckER uses relation
features for prediction and is more comparable to
hybrid models. Both GAT and GraphSage with a
DistMult layer clearly outperform TuckER, which
suggests that tuple-based models are worse than
graph-based ones on link prediction in VS, and
learning relation features is crucial for a good performance. We report results on the validation set
in Appendix B.1.
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Results with Additional Features

Graph-based In this set of experiments, we use
our best performing graph-based model architectures and investigate the effect of using additional
textual and visual features for the link prediction
task. We incorporate text features computed from
the set of multilingual glosses Ti describing nodes
vi ∈ V, and image features computed from the set
of images Ii that illustrate vi . These features are integrated into the model architecture using node and
edge gating modules described in Section 4.3.1.
Table 3 shows results for different graph-based
representation learning models. We first train and
evaluate models using k = 100 negative examples. We observe that incorporating both textual
and visual features using GraphSage+DistMult
yields the best link prediction performance. However, we note that results obtained with GraphSage+DistMult achieves near-perfect scores for
Hits@k for k > 3, which suggests that the number of negative examples is too small to observe
meaningful differences from the additional features.
Therefore, we also train and evaluate models using
5

https://www.dgl.ai/

Features

100 negative examples

1000 negative examples

Ti

Ii

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

GAT
+DistMult

7
7
3
3

7
3
7
3

34.8
50.2
69.4
61.8

13.6
43.3
57.2
50.4

54.4
55.6
81.2
63.8

69.3
55.6
81.2
70.1

4.4
29.8
24.3
28.2

0.0
8.9
7.4
9.6

0.0
28.4
26.4
29.3

4.7
55.5
71.2
69.3

GraphSage
+DistMult

7
7
3
3

7
3
7
3

78.4
80.7
84.7
80.7

56.8
61.5
69.5
61.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

38.0
46.9
36.4
61.6

13.4
31.9
13.8
50.6

48.6
47.2
42.8
63.6

99.9
98.3
99.9
97.2

Table 3: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s test set with additional textual (Ti ) and visual features (Ii ). We
show best overall scores per metric in bold, and underline best scores for a model across all features per metric.

k = 1, 000 negative examples. We find a similar pattern and incorporating both features into
GraphSage+DistMult yields the best overall performance. In general, we find that GAT+DistMult
underperforms GraphSage+DistMult model. When
using both textual and visual features, GraphSage+DistMult’s performance is 33.4% better according to MRR, and 33–40% better according to
Hits@k. We report additional experiments on the
validation set in Appendix B.2.
Effects of Multimodal Features The overall impact of additional features is positive.
GAT+DistMult always improves with added features, although not consistently according to feature type. GraphSage+DistMult benefits the most
when using both textual and visual features from
the results with 1000 negative examples.

8

Evaluation on downstream tasks

We use the representations learned with our bestperforming models as additional features to ground
a multilingual named entity recognition (§8.1) and
a visual verb sense disambiguation model (§8.2).
Node Representations We compute node hidden states hi for all nodes vi ∈ V with our bestperforming model, GraphSage+DistMult. We compare four different settings, which use node hidden states trained with: (1) no additional features
(NODE), (2) gloss features (TXT), (3) image features (IMG), and (4) both gloss and image features
(TXT+IMG). We run a forward pass using each
setting and generate 100-dimensional node hidden
states: hNODE
, hTXT
, hIMG
, hTXT+IMG
(Sections
i
i
i
i
4.2.1 and 4.3). We select the best of the four settings according to validation set performance in
each task, and use it to report test set results.

8.1

Named Entity Recognition (NER)

We use two NER datasets: GermEval 2014
(Benikova et al., 2014), which contains data from
German Wikipedia and news corpora, and WNUT17 (Derczynski et al., 2017), an English NER
dataset which includes user-generated text (e.g.,
social media, online forums, etc.).
Model We use the pretrained English BERT and
the multilingual BERT models for our experiments
on WNUT-17 and GermEval, respectively.6 For
our baseline, we simply fine-tune BERT on the
NER data using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
classifier after the final BERT layer. Let zi be the
final layer representation for an input word xi . The
probabilities of the correct label are:
ŷi = softmax(W n zi ),

(9)

where W n is the classification head. To include
additional features from VisualSem, we use VisualSem’s sentence retrieval model to retrieve the
top-k closest nodes in the VisualSem graph for
each input sentence.
We experiment with two strategies: i) concat,
where we first concatenate zi with the representation of the top-1 retrieved node hRET
and then
i
predict the label as below.
ŷi = softmax(W n [zi ; W RET hRET
]), (10)
i
and ii) attend, where we use an attention mechanism to summarize the top-5 retrieved nodes using
zi as the query, and then concatenate the returned
vector to the original hidden state zi :
ŷi = softmax(W n [zi ; W RET · a]),

(11)

a = Attention(zi , {hRET
}5k=1 ).
i

(12)

6

We
use
HuggingFace’s
(Wolf
et
al.,
2020)
models
bert-large-cased
and
bert-base-multilingual-cased
available
in
https://huggingface.co/.

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

EN

Baseline
+concat hIMG
i
+attend {hNODE
}5k=1
i

58.4
57.1
61.5

39.9
39.1
39.5

47.4
46.4
48.1

DE

Baseline
86.0
+concat hNODE
86.2
i
+attend {hTXT+IMG
}5k=1 85.7
i

86.2
86.6
86.0

86.1
86.4
85.9

Table 4: NER results on the WNUT-17 (EN) and GermEval (DE) test sets.

Results Table 4 shows our results on test sets.
Adding VisualSem entity representations trained
with node features yields moderate improvements
of 0.7% F1 compared to the baseline for the
WNUT-17 (EN) dataset, and 0.3% on the GermEval (DE) dataset. In both cases, the best results
are obtained when adding entity representations
trained using VisualSem’s graph structure only (i.e.,
not using any textual or visual information).
8.2

Model We encode the i-th image using the pretrained ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016) convolutional neural network and use the pool5 2048dimensional activation as the visual features zim .
We encode the i-th English verb and its textual
description (separated by [SEP] token) using a
pretrained BERT model8 and use the final layer
English verb token representation as the textual features zit . We do not fine-tune the BERT parameters
and only train the task’s classifier head.
To predict the target translation, we concatenate
the projected textual and visual features, pass the
resulting tensor through a 128-dimensional hidden
8

(Gella et al., 2019)
Our Baseline
+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i

github.com/spandanagella/multisense/
We use the bert-large-cased model.

55.6
94.4
96.8
97.2

Table 5: Accuracy on the MultiSense test set (German).

layer followed by a non-linearity. We then apply
another projection layer, followed by a softmax.
hi = ReLU(W h [W m zim ; W t zit ]),
o

ŷi = softmax(W hi ).

(13)
(14)

To incorporate information from the knowledge
graph, we retrieve the top-1 nearest node representation hRET
for the i-th input, which is the
i
concatenation of the English verb and the textual
description. We then concatenate hRET
to the ini
put, and instead compute hi as below.
hi = ReLU(W h [W m zim ; W t zit ; hRET
]), (15)
i

Crosslingual Visual Verb Sense
Disambiguation

Crosslingual visual verb sense disambiguation
(VSD) is the task of choosing the correct translation
given an ambiguous verb in the source language,
i.e., a verb with more than one possible translation.
We use MultiSense (Gella et al., 2019), a
collection of 9,504 images covering 55 English
verbs with their unique translations into German
and Spanish. Each image is annotated with a
translation-ambiguous English verb, a textual description, and the correct translation in the target
language.7 In our experiments, we use the German
verb translations of the dataset, which consists of
154 unique German verbs.

7

Accuracy

where the hidden layer size is reduced to 100 such
that the number of trained parameters in (13) and
(15) is comparable.
Results Table 5 shows our results. Overall,
adding VisualSem representations generated with
image features yields the best performance compared to the baseline without additional multimodal
features. This suggests that crosslingual visual
VSD benefits from the additional multimodal information encoded with structural and visual context.

9

Conclusions and Future work

We conducted a systematic comparison of different
tuple- and graph-based architectures to learn robust multimodal representations for the VisualSem
knowledge graph. We found that additionally using
visual and textual information available to nodes
in the graph (illustrative images and descriptive
glosses, respectively) leads to better node and entity
representations, as evaluated on link prediction. Using our best-performing method, a hybrid between
a tuple- and graph-based algorithm, we demonstrated the usefulness of our learned entity representations in two downstream tasks: we obtained
substantial improvements on crosslingual visual
VSD by 2.5% accuracy compared to a strong baseline, and we moderately improved performance for
multilingual NER between 0.3%–0.7% F1. In both
cases, we used simple downstream architectures

and could likely improve results even further by
carefully experimenting with different integration
strategies.
We envision many possible avenues for future
work. We will incorporate more downstream tasks
in our evaluation, including vision-focused tasks
(e.g., object detection) and challenging generative
tasks (e.g., image captioning). We also plan to
apply our framework to other KGs to integrate different types of information, e.g., commonsense
knowledge from ConceptNet. Finally, another possibility is to include structured KG representations
in large retrieval-based LMs.
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A

Hyperparameters

TransE We perform a grid search over the learning rate α ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1}, embedding dimension d ∈ {100, 200, 300, 400}, and margin m ∈
{1, 5, 10}. The optimal configuration is α = 1,
d = 200, and m = 5. In training, the number of
negative examples is fixed to 25.
DistMult We perform a grid search over the
learning rate α ∈ {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}, embedding
dimension ∈ {100, 200}, and weight decay rate
λ ∈ {0.01, 0.0001}. The optimal configuration is
α = 0.1, d = 100, and λ = 0.0001.
TuckER We conduct a grid search over the learning rate α ∈ {0.01, 0.005, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0005}
and weight decay rate λ ∈ {1, 0.995, 0.99}. Entity
and relation embedding dimensions are fixed at 200
and 30 respectively. The optimal configuration is
α = 0.03, λ = 1, input dropout = 0.2, dropout
= 0.2, and label smoothing rate = 0.1.
GraphSage and GraphSage+DistMult Both
models are trained for a maximum of 100 epochs
and we early stop if validation MRR does
not improve for over 20 epochs. We search
for learning rate {0.001, 0.002} and weight decay {0, 0.0001, 0.00005, 0.00001}. We use 100dimensional node and relation embeddings, and
two graph layers (Equation 2) with a dropout rate
of 0.5 applied to the input of each layer. Both models have batch size 104 for 100 negative examples
and 103 for 1000 negative examples.
GAT and GAT+DistMult Both models are
trained for a maximum of 100 epochs, and we also
early stop if validation MRR does not improve for
over 20 epochs. We perform a grid search over
the learning rate α ∈ {0.1, 0.001, 0.0001}, the embedding dimension d ∈ {100, 200}, number of
attention heads nh ∈ {2, 4}, and weight decay rate
λ ∈ {0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.0001}. The optimal configuration is α = 0.001, d = 100, nh = 2, and
λ = 0.005. Both models have batch size 104 for
100 negative examples and 103 for 1000 negative
examples.

B
B.1

Link Prediction Results
Without Additional Features

In Tables 6 and 7 we show additional results on
VisualSem link prediction on the validation set,
obtained with tuple-based, graph-based, and hybrid

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

3.5
3.7
6.2

0.3
1.9
3.5

3.7
3.6
6.2

9.3
7.7
11.3

TransE
DistMult
Tucker

Table 6: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s validation set using all negative samples.

TuckER
GAT
+DistMult
GraphSage
+DistMult

R

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

3
7
3
7
3

58.7
10.0
75.0
8.7
74.9

47.5
4.0
61.2
2.4
49.8

64.4
12.7
88.6
6.5
100.0

80.3
29.8
88.6
18.1
100.0

Table 7: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s validation set using 100 negative samples. R: denotes
whether the model learn relation features or not.

models. We note that results are similar to the ones
obtained on the test set and reported in Tables 1
and 2.
B.2

Additional Features

We report link prediction results on VisualSem’s
validation set when models have access to additional features (i.e., gloss and/or image features) in
Table 8.

C
C.1

Node and Edge Gating
Node Gating

We gate features {ti , mi } directly with node embeddings vi , and denote the node gating function fn with parameters θn to transform node embeddings and additional features and compute informed node embeddings.
Text When integrating only textual features into
node embeddings vi , we compute vit = fn (vi , ti )
as below.
stg = MLPtg ([vi ; Wgt · ti ]),
vit = stg · ti + (1 − stg ) · vi ,

(16)

where Wgt is a trained projection matrix for gloss
features, stg is a gating scalar computed using a
multi-layer perceptron MLPtg , and vit are node embeddings informed by glosses Ti .
Image When integrating only image features
into node embeddings vi , we compute vim =
fn (vi , mi ) as below.
m
m
sm
g = MLPg ([vi ; Wg · mi ]),
m
vim = sm
g · mi + (1 − sg ) · vi ,

(17)

Features

100 negative examples

1000 negative examples

Ti

Ii

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

MRR

Hits@1

Hits@3

Hits@10

GAT
+DistMult

7
7
3
3

7
3
7
3

75.0
79.6
71.4
70.9

61.2
66.6
59.0
57.9

88.6
92.5
83.6
83.6

88.6
92.5
83.6
83.6

34.2
30.8
28.2
30.5

14.6
11.8
9.1
11.7

41.0
36.6
32.9
35.0

87.9
83.4
83.4
83.4

GraphSage
+DistMult

7
7
3
3

7
3
7
3

74.9
83.5
84.0
84.5

49.8
67.1
68.0
68.9

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

39.6
42.4
35.2
59.3

19.0
25.2
11.6
49.3

43.7
44.1
41.8
58.8

99.9
98.7
99.8
94.4

Table 8: Link prediction results on VisualSem’s validation set with additional features. We show best overall scores
per metric in bold, and we underline best scores for a single model across all features per metric.

where similarly Wgm is a trained projection matrix for image features, sm
g is a gating scalar comm
puted with MLPm
,
and
v
g
i are node embeddings
informed by images Ii .
Text+Image Finally, when integrating both textual and image features into vi , informed node embeddings vit,m = fn (vi , ti , mi ) are computed below.
vit,m

=

Wgt,m

·

[vit ; vim ]

(18)

where Wgt,m is a projection matrix and vit,m are
node embeddings informed by both glosses and
images.
C.2

Edge (Relation) Gating

Given a triplet (vi , er , vj ), we gate text features ti
with edge embeddings er as below.
Wdt ti + Wdt tj
,
2
std = MLPtd ([er ; tr ]),
(19)

Wdm mi + Wdm mj
2
= MLPm
([e
r ; mr ]),
d

mr =

m
m
em
r = sd · mr + (1 − sd ) · er ,

(20)

where Wdm is a trained projection matrix, mr are
average image features for nodes vi and vj , em
r are
edge embeddings informed by images Ii ∪ Ij , and

(21)

where Wdt,m is a parameter matrix and eri,j are
edge embeddings informed by glosses and images.
C.3

Training

To train hybrid models GAT+DistMult and GraphSage+DistMult with additional features, we use (1)
only gloss features Ti , i.e. node and edge embeddings computed by Equations 16 and 19, respectively; (2) only image features Ii , i.e. node and
edge embeddings computed by Equations 17 and
20, respectively; (3) both gloss and image features
Ti , Ii , i.e. node and edge embeddings computed
by Equations 18 and 21, respectively.

D.1

where Wdt is a trained projection matrix, tr are
average gloss features for nodes vi and vj , etr are
edge embeddings informed by glosses Ti ∪ Tj , and
std is a gating scalar computed using a multi-layer
perceptron MLPtd . Similarly, we gate image features mi with edge embeddings er as below.

sm
d

et,m
= Wdt,m [etr ; em
r
r ]

D

tr =

etr = std · tr + (1 − std ) · er ,

sm
d is a gating scalar computed using a multi-layer
perceptron MLPm
d . Finally, we combine both text
and image features as described in Equation 21.

Downstream Tasks
NER Hyperparameters

We use a BERT base architecture for the German
NER model (GermEval) and a BERT large architecture for the English NER model (WNUT-17),
in both cases using case-sensitive models. For
both GermEval and WNUT-17, the best performing model configuration uses a projection of the
original VisualSem graph representations (100dimensional) into the respective BERT encoder
dimensions (mBERT 768-dimensional, English
monolingual BERT 1024-dimensional). These projected features are concatenated with the corresponding BERT encoding, which is then used as
input to the prediction head.
D.2

NER Ablation

We report additional NER experiment results on
the WNUT-17 and GermEval validation sets us-

DE

EN

Baseline

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

70.1

50.7

58.8

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

68.7
68.5
65.8
64.2

53.1
54.4
54.4
53.0

59.9
60.7
59.6
58.1

Baseline

84.7

87.8

86.2

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

85.2
84.8
85.0
85.0

88.5
88.1
88.1
88.3

86.8
86.4
86.5
86.6

Recall

F1 Score

Baseline

70.1

50.7

58.5

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

66.3
58.6
68.0
65.7

50.7
51.3
53.5
52.5

57.5
54.7
59.9
58.4

Recall

F1 Score

Baseline

70.1

50.7

58.5

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

70.7
67.1
69.8
55.2

51.7
50.8
52.9
48.1

59.7
57.9
60.2
51.4

Table 13: Gating without projection plus fine-tuning
node hidden states

Table 9: Concatenation with 100 × d ∈ {1024, 768}
projection matrix
Precision

Precision

Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Baseline

70.1

50.7

58.5

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

67.7
64.6
65.5
67.4

51.2
49.8
52.3
52.0

58.3
56.2
58.2
58.7

Table 14: Concatenation without projection plus finetuning node hidden states
Our Baseline

+hNODE
i

+hTXT
i

+hTXT+IMG
i

+hIMG
i

95.7

96.1

97.8

96.4

95.5

Table 10: Gating with 100 × 1024 projection matrix
Table 15: Accuracy on the German MultiSense validation set.
Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Baseline

70.1

50.7

58.5

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

65.5
68.6
67.3
67.9

53.2
51.6
50.0
51.2

58.7
58.9
57.4
58.4

Table 11: Gating with 100 × 100 projection matrix
Precision

Recall

F1 Score

Baseline

70.1

50.7

58.5

+hNODE
i
+hIMG
i
+hTXT
i
+hTXT+IMG
i

54.7
66.3
65.9
67.8

45.9
52.8
53.0
51.3

49.9
58.8
58.8
58.4

Table 12: Concatenation with 100 × 100 projection matrix

ing (1) concatenation with 100 × d ∈ {1024, 768}
projection matrix (Table 9), and on the WNUT-17
validation set using gating with 100 × 1024 projection matrix (Table 10), gating with 100 × 100
projection matrix (Table 11), concatenation with
100 × 100 projection matrix (Table 12),gating without projection plus fine-tuning node hidden states
(Table 13), and concatenation without projection
plus fine-tuning node hidden states (Table 14).

D.3

Visual Verb Sense Disambiguation
Ablation

For the German portion of the datasets, there are
707 tuples in the form English verb, English query,
German verb. We divided the dataset into 75%
training, 10% validation and 15% test splits, and
used minibatch size 16, following the set up in
Gella et al. (2019). We use learning rate 0.0005
and dropout with probability 0.1 across all settings.
Table 15 reports validation set results on MultiSense using different graph representations.

